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Previous studies of fibroblasts have demonstrated that

recycling of endocytic receptors occurs through a default

mechanism of membrane-volume sorting. Epithelial cells

require an additional level of polar membrane sorting,

but there are conflicting models of polar sorting, some

suggesting that it occurs in early endosomes, others

suggesting it occurs in a specialized apical recycling

endosome (ARE). The relationship between endocytic

sorting to the lysosomal, recycling and transcytotic path-

ways in polarized cells was addressed by characterizing

the endocytic itineraries of LDL, transferrin (Tf) and IgA,

respectively, in polarized Madin–Darby canine kidney

(MDCK) cells. Quantitative analyses of 3-dimensional im-

ages of living and fixed polarized cells demonstrate that

endocytic sorting occurs sequentially. Initially internal-

ized into lateral sorting endosomes, Tf and IgA are

jointly sorted from LDL into apical and medial recycling

endosomes, in a manner consistent with default sorting

of membrane from volume. While Tf is recycled to the

basolateral membrane from recycling endosomes, IgA is

sorted to the ARE prior to apical delivery. Quantifications

of the efficiency of sorting of IgA from Tf between the

recycling endosomes and the ARE match biochemical

measurements of transepithelial protein transport, indi-

cating that all polar sorting occurs in this step. Unlike

fibroblasts, rab11 is not associated with Tf recycling

compartments in either polarized or glass-grown MDCK

cells, rather it is associated with the compartments to

which IgA is directed after sorting from Tf. These results

complicate a suggested homology between the ARE and

the fibroblast perinuclear recycling compartment and

provide a framework that justifies previous conflicting

models of polarized sorting.
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The transport functions of an epithelium are determined by
the distinct compositions of the apical and basolateral plasma
membrane domains. This membrane polarity is maintained
despite significant endocytic turnover, which in Madin–
Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells can amount to 40% of the
plasma membrane internalized per hour (1). Whereas early
studies indicated that the apical and basolateral endocytic
recycling pathways of MDCK cells are distinct (2,3), recent
evidence indicates that the two pathways are interconnected
(4–6). With this continuous intermixing of apical and basolat-
eral membranes, it is clear that endocytic sorting is crucial to
maintaining the plasma membrane polarity of epithelial cells.

Some types of endocytic sorting are mediated by molecular
signals contained in receptors. For example, endocytic sort-
ing first occurs at the plasma membrane, in a signal-medi-
ated interaction between receptor tails, clathrin and adaptor
proteins (7). However, there is also ample evidence that
default pathways exist in which proteins are sorted in the
apparent absence of signals. Efficient recycling of endocytic
receptors requires no specific signal, as the recycling of
transferrin receptor (TfR) has been found to be unaffected by
the deletion of the entire cytoplasmic tail (8). These studies,
along with those of Mayor et al. (9), support a default model
of receptor recycling in which membrane association alone is
enough, in the absence of other signals, to guarantee effi-
cient recycling (10). The high efficiency of this system is
based upon the high surface-area-to-volume ratio of recycling
vesicles, which enriches recycling vesicles with membrane
proteins relative to lumenally-disposed ligands (11–13) and
the repetition of this relatively low efficiency sorting step
(10).

Recent studies, demonstrating similar concentrations of
transmembrane proteins on sorting endosomes and recy-
cling endosomes, indicate that default sorting may also oper-
ate in polarized MDCK cells (14). Unlike fibroblasts, however,
polarized cells require an additional mechanism for polarized
membrane sorting. Studies of MDCK cells (4) suggest that
polar sorting occurs after membrane-volume sorting in a
compartment downstream of the sorting endosome, termed
the apical recycling endosome (ARE). This model is sup-
ported by recent studies indicating that polar sorting occurs
downstream of sorting endosomes in an apical compartment
enriched in rab11 (15), a protein previously associated with
the ARE of both MDCK (16) and gastric parietal cells (17).
Similar sub-apical compartments have been identified in a
variety of epithelial cells (reviewed in (18)) and implicated in
polarized sorting in Caco-2 intestinal cells (19), HepG2 hep-
atoma (20) and Eph4 mammary epithelial cells (21).
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However, similarities between the ARE and the perinuclear
recycling compartment (PRC) of certain fibroblasts suggest
that even this membrane pathway may be common to both
polarized and non-polarized cells (18). Like the PRC, the ARE
is a pericentriolar terminal membrane recycling compart-
ment, whose structure depends upon microtubules and is
associated with rab11a and rab17 (4,16–18,20–22). These
similarities raise the exciting possibility that the PRC, whose
function is not understood, may be homologous to the ARE
and may be a cognate polar sorting compartment in fibrob-
lasts (4,21).

The role of the ARE in polar sorting is questioned by the
studies of Barroso and Sztul (23), which indicate that TfR, a
basolateral membrane protein, does not pass through the
ARE of MDCK cells. An alternative model is that polarized
sorting occurs on tubular extensions of sorting endosomes,
as suggested by studies of rat liver cells (24). This model is
supported by recent studies of glass-grown MDCK cells
showing that apically-targeted IgA and basolaterally recycling
transferrin (Tf) are enriched in separate populations of vesi-
cles budding from tubular extensions of sorting endosomes
(25). However, the efficiency of vesicular sorting was much
lower than the overall efficiency of polarized sorting, leaving
open the possibility that the majority of polar sorting occurs
in the ARE, a question that could not be addressed as the
incompletely polarized cells of this study lacked a discernible
ARE.

Studies of the ARE are hindered by the fact that there are
currently no methods for its isolation. We show here that the
ARE of MDCK cells is readily distinguishable by multicolor
confocal microscopy and can be characterized using quantita-
tive image analysis. Taking advantage of this, we have used
MDCK cell lines transfected with the rabbit pIgR (polymeric
immunoglobulin receptor) and human TfR to address the role
of the ARE in polarized sorting in polarized cells. Fluorescent
conjugates of dimeric immunoglobulin A (IgA), Tf and low
density lipoprotein (LDL) were used to vitally label the tran-
scytotic, recycling and lysosomal pathways, respectively.
Multicolor confocal microscopy of cells incubated with vari-
ous combinations of these probes was used to functionally
identify different types of endosomes on the basis of their
ligand contents. Endocytic compartments were labeled by
brief incubations comparable to the kinetics of endocytic
sorting and quantitative microscopy of live and fixed cells
was then used to identify the sites and quantify the effi-
ciency of intracellular sorting in individual cells.

These studies distinguish two sequential steps of endocytic
sorting in polarized MDCK cells and indicate that polar sorting
occurs in recycling endosomes preceding the ARE. Quantita-
tive microscopy demonstrates that, following internalization
into lateral sorting endosomes, Tf and IgA are sorted from
LDL, but not from one another, into recycling endosomes
that distribute throughout the medial and apical regions of
the cell. While Tf is directly recycled to the basolateral mem-
brane from recycling endosomes, IgA is sorted to the ARE

prior to delivery to the apical plasma membrane. Although
frequently lacking a condensed ARE, non-polarized MDCK
cells likewise efficiently sort IgA to an intracellular compart-
ment prior to efflux. IgA and Tf are non-selectively sorted
from LDL in a manner consistent with the default process of
membrane-volume sorting observed in fibroblasts. However,
the absence of Tf traffic through the rab11-containing ARE
complicates the putative homology between the ARE and
the fibroblast PRC, which regulates the rate of Tf recycling in
fibroblasts via rab11 (22,26). The distinction of two compart-
ments in the apical cytoplasm of polarized MDCK cells, both
of which satisfy the criteria previously used to identify the
ARE, requires careful reconsideration of many previous stud-
ies of the function and regulation of the ARE, particularly with
respect to polarized sorting.

Figure 1: Kinetics of Tf and IgA recycling and transcytosis.

Approximately 80% of basolaterally internalized Tf is recycled to
the basolateral medium, while �80% of basolaterally internal-
ized IgA is transcytosed to the apical medium. Polarized mono-
layers of PTR9 cells were incubated from the basolateral side
with 125I-Tf for 2 h at 18°C (A) or 125I-IgA for 5 minutes at 37°C
(B) and then washed and re-incubated in the absence of radio-la-
beled ligand at 37°C. The rates of label effluxed to the apical
(closed circles) or to the basolateral (open circles) media and the
amount of surface-bound Tf (triangles) were calculated as de-
scribed in Materials and Methods.
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Results

Polarity of the TfR and kinetics of Tf and IgA transport

In order to validate the transfected PTR9 cell system as a
model of Tf and IgA endocytosis, the kinetics of 125I-Tf and
125I-IgA recycling and transcytosis were measured (see Ma-
terials and Methods). Figure 1A shows that basolaterally
internalized Tf is efficiently recycled to the basolateral
medium with a half-time of approximately 8 minutes, with
minimal apical transcytosis. Figure 1B shows the kinetics of
the basolateral-to-apical transcytosis of IgA, which occurs
with a half-time of approximately 15 minutes. These kinetics
agree well with previously published values for the parental
cells (4) and for another MDCK cell line transfected with the
human TfR (6).

Measurements of 125I-Tf binding to the surface of polarized
cells at 4°C show that 85% of the receptor is expressed
basolaterally. These results are qualitatively supported by
microscopic observations that showed minimal apical uptake
of fluorescent Tf by polarized monolayers. The polarity and
impermeability of the monolayers used for microscopic
analyses were established by a variety of criteria (see Materi-
als and Methods).

Tf, IgA and LDL internalize into the same sorting

endosomes

In order to morphologically characterize the itineraries of Tf,
LDL and IgA within polarized cells, polarized monolayers

were incubated with fluorescent ligand analogs for various
periods of time and then fixed for examination by confocal
microscopy. Within 2 minutes of addition of fluorescent lig-
ands to the basolateral side of polarized monolayers of PTR9
cells, fluorescent endosomes begin to appear along the lat-
eral membranes of the cells. Panel E of Figure 2 shows a
stereopair representation of the distribution of F-Tf in filter-
grown MDCK cells following a 2 minutes basolateral incuba-
tion at 37°C. Note that this and all following stereopairs
are also represented as movies of rotated projections on
the website located at http://journals.munksgaard.dk/traffic/
videogallery

As has been previously demonstrated in other cell systems
(24,27), different endocytic probes are internalized into the
same sorting endosomes. Figure 2 shows examples of cells
labeled basolaterally for 2 minutes at 37°C with both diI-LDL
and F-Tf (panels A,B) or with both TxR-Tf and OG-IgA (panels
C,D). The extensive colocalization of the pairs of endocytic
ligands is apparent throughout the fields, but arrows can be
used for orientation towards constellations of punctate sort-
ing endosomes containing colocal probes. Note that the
ratios between the two probes vary between endosomes,
but colocalization is nearly complete.

The identity of these fluorescent accumulations as endo-
somes is confirmed by the lack of such structures in cells
incubated for 60 minutes at 4°C in the presence of basolat-
eral diI-LDL (panel F) or OG-Tf (panel G). The endosomal

Figure 2: Tf, LDL and IgA are internalized into the same lateral sorting endosomes. Filter-grown PTR9 cells were incubated from
the basolateral side for 2 minutes at 37°C with both diI-LDL and F-Tf (panels A and B, respectively) or with both TxR-Tf and
OG-IgA (panels C and D, respectively) and images collected by confocal microscopy. Although the ratio of ligands varies between
endosomes, extensive colocalization is seen between each pair of probes. Panel E shows a stereopair projection of a field of
cells fixed after a 2 minutes basolateral incubation with F-Tf. In this and all following stereopair images, the apical side of the cells
will appear towards the viewer when using a stereo-viewer, but will appear away from the viewer when viewed cross-eyed. Note
that this and all following stereopairs are also represented as movies of rotated projections on the website located at
http://journals.munksgaard.dk/traffic/videogallery Panels F and G show fields of cells incubated for 60 minutes at 4°C with diI-LDL and
F-Tf, respectively. The length of the scale bar reflects 5 mm in panels A–D and 7 mm in panels E–G.
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Figure 3: Tf and IgA are sorted from LDL to recycling endosomes. Within 10 minutes of continuous incubation, Tf and IgA are
found in both vesicles that contain LDL, but also in recycling endosomes depleted of LDL and distributed throughout the cell. A
supranuclear focal plane showing diI-LDL and F-Tf fluorescence of a field of cells incubated for 10 minutes is shown in panels A and
B, respectively. A corresponding pair of images collected 3.5 mm lower, at the level of the nuclei is shown in panels E and F. A
supranuclear focal plane showing diI-LDL and OG-IgA fluorescence of a field of cells incubated for 10 minutes is shown in panels C
and D, respectively and a corresponding pair of images collected 1.8 mm lower, at the level of the nuclei is shown in panels G and
H. Within 10 minutes LDL also starts to appear in late endosomes lacking Tf or IgA (arrowheads). Panels I and J show a field of live
cells imaged in the presence of diI-LDL and OG-Tf, respectively. Panels K and L show a field of cells incubated for 10 minutes with
diI-LDL and OG-Tf, respectively, after prior treatment for 60 minutes with 33 mM nocodazole. In each panel arrows indicate tubular Tf
or IgA partially overlapping vesicular LDL. The scale bar is 10 mm in length.

nature of these lateral accumulations is also indicated by the
fact that comparable structures seen in live cells are acidified
(Wang et al., in preparation).

Tf and IgA are sorted from LDL into recycling

endosomes

The subsequent stages in the endocytic itinerary of Tf, IgA
and LDL were characterized by incubating cells basolaterally
with fluorescent ligands for 10 minutes at 37°C. Significant
changes in the distribution of each ligand occur during the
interval between 2 and 10 minutes of continuous incubation.
Tf, IgA and LDL redistribute both apically and towards the
inner cytoplasm of each cell. Moreover, during this time a
significant fraction of Tf or IgA is no longer coincident with
the punctate compartments containing diI-LDL, but is now
distributed in tubular recycling endosomes, many of which
appear to be in continuity with the LDL-containing vesicles.

The relative distributions of the various ligands can be pre-
cisely assessed by comparing images of each probe in indi-
vidual focal planes. Figure 3 shows images of cells incubated
with LDL and Tf for 10 minutes, collected both above and at
the level of the nuclei (Panels A,B and E,F, respectively).
After 10 minutes of incubation, Tf is now found not only
colocalized with LDL in vesicular structures, but also dis-

tributed in delicate, apparently tubular structures, some of
which appear to be continuous with the vesicular compart-
ments containing LDL (noted with arrows). Arrowheads indi-
cate compartments containing LDL but no Tf, which are likely
to be late endosomes. These observations are corroborated
in observations of living cells that again display punctate LDL
and tubular Tf distributions (Panels I and J, respectively).

Images of supranuclear and circumnuclear planes of cells
labeled for 10 minutes with diI-LDL and OG-IgA are strikingly
similar to those of cells incubated with fluorescent LDL and
Tf. As with Tf, fluorescent IgA is found to strongly label
tubules that frequently appear to be continuous with LDL-
containing vesicles (noted with arrows) and are found
throughout the cell, both above the nuclei (Figure 3, panels
C,D) and in medial planes (panels G,H). Comparison of these
figures also shows that, in contrast to recent studies (25), the
formation of tubules does not depend on the presence of
IgA, as Tf can be found in a tubular distribution in the
absence of IgA. A similar extensive, delicate endosome mor-
phology was found in a second clone of MDCK cells trans-
fected with rabbit pIgR and human TfR (PTR10 cells)
incubated with Tf and/or IgA and in a clone of MDCK cells
transfected with the rabbit pIgR alone (T23 cells) incubated
with IgA (data not shown).
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Figure 4: The overlap of fluorescence of vesicular diI-LDL with tubular OG-Tf corresponds to the physical accessibility of

diI-LDL to HRP-Tf. Glass-grown cells were incubated for 15 minutes with diI-LDL, OG-Tf and HRP-Tf and fixed. A vertical series of
images of the diI-LDL and OG-Tf fluorescence from a field a cells was then collected (projected in Panels A and B, respectively). The
dish was then treated with DAB and peroxide for 2 minutes and a second vertical series of images of from the same field was
collected. The projected image of diI-LDL following DAB/peroxide treatment is shown in panel C. Arrows indicate diI-LDL-containing
compartments that are depleted in OG-Tf and resistant to HRP-mediated quenching. Arrowheads indicate diI-LDL-containing
endosomes whose fluorescence overlaps with that of OG-Tf and are efficiently quenched by addition of DAB/peroxide. The scale bar
is 10 mm in length.

Depolymerization of microtubules by prior incubation of cells
in 33 mM nocodazole inhibited apical transport of LDL and Tf,
stranding the two ligands at the lateral and basal mem-
branes. Surprisingly, however, microtubule depolymerization
also blocked the infiltration of LDL and Tf away from the
basolateral plasma membrane and particularly blocked the
formation of Tf-containing tubules (Figure 3K and L, respec-
tively). Similar results were found in studies of living cells
(not shown) and cells labeled with a combination of Tf and
IgA (see below).

Physical relationship between sorting and recycling

endosomes

The micrographs shown in Figure 3 frequently show a tubular
pattern of IgA or Tf fluorescence that overlaps a sharply
punctate LDL fluorescence. In order to establish that these

optical colocalizations represent physical continuity between
the vesicular LDL and tubular Tf compartments, we used a
biochemical assay in which the physical colocalization of
HRP-Tf and diI-LDL is indicated by the HRP-mediated
quenching of diI fluorescence upon addition of DAB and
hydrogen peroxide. Cells grown on glass coverslips were
incubated for 15 minutes with diI-LDL, OG-Tf and HRP-Tf and
fixed. A vertical series of images of the diI-LDL and OG-Tf
fluorescence from a field of cells was collected. The dish
was then treated with DAB and peroxide for 2 minutes and a
second vertical series of images of the same field was
collected.

Projections of the vertical series of images from a represen-
tative field are shown in Figure 4. Panels A and B show the
initial fluorescence of diI-LDL and OG-Tf, respectively, while

Figure 5: IgA and Tf are sorted to the same recycling endosomes. After 10 minutes of continuous incubation, Tf and IgA are found
colocalized in both vesicles and tubules distributed throughout the cell. Panels A and B – A supranuclear focal plane showing TxR-Tf
and OG-IgA fluorescence of a field of cells incubated for 10 minutes. Panels E and F – A corresponding pair of images collected 1.6
mm lower, at the level of the nuclei. Panels C and D – High magnification images of fields labeled with TxR-Tf and OG-IgA. Panels
G and H – A medial focal plane of cells incubated for 15 minutes with TxR-IgA and OG-Tf, after prior treatment for 1 h in 33 mM
nocodazole. Arrows indicate examples of compartments containing both Tf and IgA, which are frequently tubular, except in
nocodazole-treated cells. The scale bar reflects a length of 15 mm for all panels, except C and D where it reflects 7.5 mm.
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Figure 6: IgA and Tf are proportionally sorted to the same

recycling endosome. A: Cross correlation analysis of the distri-
bution of Tf and IgA in cells labeled for 10 minutes with OG-IgA
and TxR-Tf (open circles, n=10) or with OG-Tf and TxR-Tf
(closed squares, n=5). For comparison, the correlations for
images of OG-IgA compared with a vertically inverted image of
TxR-Tf (closed circles, n=10) are also shown. The details of this
analysis are described in detail in Materials and Methods. B:
Quantification of sorting of Tf from IgA in sorting endosomes.
Polarized cells were incubated with basolateral OG-IgA, TxR-Tf
and diD-LDL for 10 minutes, rinsed and fixed. Fluorescence
images were collected at medial focal planes and analyzed as
described in Materials and Methods and the ratio of IgA/Tf in
sorting endosomes containing diD-LDL (closed circles) or recy-
cling endosomes lacking diD-LDL (open circles) was quantified.
Ratios were standardized such that the mean ratio of sorting
endosomes (containing diD-LDL) for each cell was 1.0 and the
data pooled. For sorting endosomes containing diD-LDL, mean
IgA/Tf=1.0090.23, n=86, for recycling endosomes lacking
diD-LDL, mean=1.0490.34, n=104.

adjacent to compartments whose diI fluorescence has been
effectively quenched. In contrast, endosomes whose diI-LDL
fluorescence has been quenched by DAB/peroxide (arrow-
heads) show overlap in the patterns of OG-Tf and diI-LDL
fluorescence. In some cases the overlap is nearly complete,
while in others the OG-Tf fluorescence appears to extend
along a tubule extending from the diI-LDL-containing vesicle.

These studies validate the optical colocalizations, demon-
strating that optical overlaps between tubular recycling endo-
somes and vesicles containing LDL closely correspond to
physical connections between the two. These results sup-
port the interpretation that some of the recycling endosomes
containing Tf extend as tubules from vesicles containing
LDL. However, not all recycling endosomes show an obvious
optical overlap with LDL (Figure 3) and it is unclear whether
these compartments are truly separate, or also connected to
sorting endosomes, directly or indirectly.

Tf and IgA are jointly sorted from LDL to recycling

endosomes

When cells are labeled for 10 minutes with both TxR-Tf and
OG-IgA, a striking colocalization of the two probes is found.
Figure 5 shows images of a field of cells incubated for 10
minutes in TxR-Tf and OG-IgA, collected at both a supranu-
clear focal plane (panels A and B, respectively) and a medial
focal plane (panels E and F, respectively). At either focal
plane, Tf and IgA colocalize in both vesicles and apparently
tubular endosomes. The close colocalization of Tf and IgA in
the supranuclear region of cells is more obvious in the higher
magnification pair of images shown in Figure 5C and D. As
with the transport of LDL and Tf described above, the move-
ment of Tf and IgA apically and away from the lateral mem-
branes into tubular recycling endosomes appears to depend
upon microtubules, as it is completely sensitive to nocoda-
zole (Figure 5G,H).

The time series experiments demonstrate that Tf and IgA
move from vesicular sorting endosomes containing LDL to
recycling endosomes lacking LDL. The extensive overlap of
Tf and IgA in sorting and recycling endosomes is consistent
with the model of default sorting in which the two are jointly
transported from sorting endosomes to recycling endo-
somes. However, more stringent predictions of this model
are that: 1) The distributions of Tf and IgA will not only
overlap but their fluorescence intensities will be spatially
correlated with one another; and 2) Tf and IgA will not only
colocalize in both sorting endosomes and recycling endo-
somes, but will colocalize in constant proportions. Tests of
these predictions are presented below.

We assessed the spatial correlation of the distributions of Tf
and IgA by quantifying correlation coefficients between im-
ages of Tf and IgA fluorescence. Correlation coefficients
reflect not only probe overlap, but also the correlation of the
intensities of the two probes where they overlap (28). In this
test, the matrix of fluorescence intensities of a 30×30 pixel
region of one image is compared with that of a comparison
image and a correlation coefficient calculated. By spatially

Panel C shows the diI-LDL fluorescence of this field follow-
ing treatment with DAB/peroxide. Arrows indicate compart-
ments containing diI-LDL, whose fluorescence is relatively
unaffected (compare Panels A and C). Careful examination of
panel B shows that these compartments, which we interpret
as late endosomes, are depleted of Tf, some corresponding
to ‘holes’ in the Tf fluorescence pattern, some immediately
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offsetting one image relative to the other, a range of correla-
tion coefficients can be calculated. Uncorrelated images
show a low correlation coefficient and lack of an obvious
maximum at the point of zero image offset.

Figure 6A presents the results of this correlation analysis. An
analysis of images of cells incubated for 10 minutes with
OG-Tf and TxR-Tf provides a standard of maximal probe
colocalization. As expected, a maximum correlation occurs at

Figure 7: IgA initially colocalizes

with Tf, but is subsequently sorted

to an apical compartment depleted

in Tf. A: Stereopair images of cells
fixed after incubation with TxR-Tf (red)
and OG-IgA (green) for 10 minutes
show an extensive and proportional
colocalization of Tf and IgA throughout
the cells. B: Cells incubated for 15
minutes with OG-IgA (green) and TxR-
Tf (red) demonstrate that IgA is subse-
quently sorted from Tf to an apical
compartment. C: Cells labeled for 15
minutes with OG-Tf (green) and TxR-
IgA (red) after prior treatment for 60
minutes in 33 mM nocodazole show no
apical transport of either Tf or IgA. D:
Cells incubated with OG-Tf (green) for
15 minutes, with TxR-IgA (red) in-
cluded for the last 5 minutes show no
indication of an apical, IgA-enriched
compartment. E: Cells incubated for
15 minutes with OG-Tf (green), with
TxR-IgA (red) included for 5 minutes,
then chased for 5 minutes show that
during the 5 minutes chase IgA is
sorted to the apical compartment.
Scale bars were omitted from this
figure as they interfere with stereo
image formation. The field in panel A is
47 mm in height, B and C are 38 mM in
height, D and E are 25 mM in height.
Note that these stereopair figures are
also represented as movies of rotated
projections on the website located
at http://journals.munksgaard.dk/
traffic/videogallery
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Figure 8: After 15 minutes of continuous incubation with both TxR-Tf and OG-IgA, IgA is found in an apical compartment

depleted in Tf. An apical focal plane showing TxR-Tf and OG-IgA fluorescence of a field of cells incubated for 15 minutes is shown
in panels A and B, respectively. A corresponding pair of images collected 3.0 mm lower, at the level of the nuclei is shown in panels
E and F. Panels C, D, G and H: Live cells imaged in presence of OG-IgA and TxR-Tf, collected at the cell apex (C and D) or 1.2 mm
lower (G and H). AREs depleted of Tf and enriched in IgA are denoted with arrowheads, while examples of recycling endosomes
containing both Tf and IgA are denoted with arrows. The scale bar represents 10 mm length.

the position of zero offset, at a value of approximately 0.6.
Similar results are obtained in an analysis of images of cells
labeled for 10 minutes with OG-IgA and TxR-Tf, with a
maximum correlation coefficient of 0.5. For comparison, an
analysis of uncorrelated images is also presented, showing a
correlation coefficient of zero for all offsets. It is clear from
these results that the spatial correlation of Tf and IgA fluores-
cence after 10 minutes of internalization is nearly as high as
that between two different conjugates of Tf.

In order to test whether Tf and IgA are transported from
sorting endosomes to recycling endosomes in a constant
proportion, we compared the ratio of IgA to Tf fluorescence
in sorting endosomes to that in recycling endosomes. For
this analysis cells were labeled for 10 minutes with basolat-
eral OG-IgA, TxR-Tf and diD-LDL (a far-red fluorescent LDL
otherwise similar to diI-LDL). For each of 33 cells, IgA and Tf
fluorescence was measured in several sorting endosomes
(containing LDL) and several recycling endosomes (with a
distinctive tubular morphology and lacking LDL). IgA/Tf
fluorescence ratios of individual sorting and recycling endo-
somes were calculated and then standardized such that the
mean sorting endosome IgA/Tf ratio in each cell was 1.0 and
the data were pooled. In Figure 6B, the results of this
analysis show that the ratio of IgA to Tf in sorting endo-
somes is nearly identical to that in recycling endosomes
(1.00 vs. 1.04).

Comparisons of the single focal plane images shown in
Figure 5 demonstrate the precise colocalization of IgA and Tf
during the first 10 minutes of incubation, but the similar
cellular distributions of the two are more apparent in the
3-dimensional color stereopair images of Figure 7A. Although

the monolayer shows a mosaic appearance, reflecting the
variable relative expression of pIgR and TfR, the nearly con-
stant color of the endosomes in each cell reflects not only
the similar distribution of IgA and Tf, but also the similar
proportion of the two in endosomes throughout the cell.

Taken together, these results demonstrate that after 10
minutes of incubation, Tf and IgA are sorted from LDL, but

Figure 9: Quantification of intracellular sorting of IgA from

Tf. Cells were incubated with basolateral OG-IgA and TxR-Tf for
15 minutes in the presence or absence of 100 mg/ml of trypsin
in the apical medium, a treatment determined to efficiently strip
apically exposed IgA from cells. For each cell, IgA/Tf ratios were
calculated for AREs and recycling endosomes collected 4–5 mm
lower and standardized as described in Materials and Methods.
For control cells, ARE mean IgA/Tf=5.0791.92, n=19, recy-
cling endosome mean 1.0490.20, n=76. For trypsin-treated
cells, ARE mean IgA/Tf=5.2191.81, n=8, recycling endo-
some mean 1.0690.28, n=30.
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not from one another. Consistent with the model of default
sorting, the distributions of IgA and Tf not only overlap, but
are quantitatively similar by two different criteria.

IgA is sorted from Tf prior to delivery to the ARE

Between 10 and 15 minutes of basolateral incubation,
fluorescent IgA is directed to the extreme apical pole of the
cell to a structure similar to that previously described as the
ARE (4,23). We have observed this structure in PTR9 cells,
PTR10 cells and T23 cells. Consistent with the results of
Barroso and Sztul (23) we find that this apical compartment is
notably deficient in Tf. Figure 7B shows a color stereopair
image of cells labeled for 15 minutes with both TxR-Tf and
OG-IgA. The ARE of each cell is apparent as a green apical
cap labeled with OG-IgA alone, while the yellow-to-orange
endosomes in lower focal planes reflect the extensive colo-
calization of the green IgA with red Tf in recycling endo-
somes. The profound enrichment of IgA in the ARE is
especially apparent in one particular cell at the top right of
this field that has clearly internalized more TxR-Tf (red) than
OG-IgA (green), but nonetheless shows an apical cap of IgA
alone. A similar depletion of Tf in the ARE was found in the
PTR10 cell clones (data not shown).

We have verified that this apical concentration occurs in an
intracellular compartment, rather than reflecting a concentra-
tion of uncleaved pIgR-IgA complexes at the apical plasma

membrane. The compartment is acidified and inaccessible to
extracellular antibodies (Wang et al., in preparation). The
apical accumulation is also insensitive to the presence of
trypsin in the apical medium (see below).

Previous studies have shown that apical transport of IgA
requires intact microtubules (4,29). We find that micro-
tubules are necessary for apical transport of both Tf and IgA,
as prior incubation of cells in 33 mM nocodazole left both
OG-Tf (green) and TxR-IgA (red) arrayed in punctate endo-
somes adjacent to the lateral and basal membranes (Figure
7C).

The sequential itinerary of IgA from recycling endosomes
containing Tf, to the ARE lacking Tf is demonstrated in
pulse-chase experiments. In the first experiment, cells were
incubated with OG-Tf for 15 minutes, with TxR-IgA included
for the final 5 minutes. In the second, cells were incubated
with Tf for 5 minutes, both Tf and IgA for 5 minutes and
finally with Tf alone for the final 5 minutes. The color
stereopair shown in Figure 7D shows that after 5 minutes of
incubation, TxR-IgA (red) colocalizes extensively in medial
endosomes with OG-Tf (green) yielding a constant color to
the endosomes in each cell, with little indication of ARE
localization. As mentioned previously, differences between
cells in the color of the combined fluorescence of TxR-IgA
and OG-Tf reflects the relative expression of the two trans-

Figure 10: Rab11 is associated with a post-sorting IgA-containing compartment in both polarized and non-polarized cells.

Panels A–C: Distribution of immunolocalized rab11 (A) in a projected image volume of polarized cells labeled for 20 minutes with
TxR-IgA (B) and Alexa-Tf (C). Arrows denote compartments containing rab11 that are enriched in IgA, while arrowheads indicate
compartments containing Tf, but lacking rab11. Panels D and E: live, glass-grown cells imaged in presence of rhodamine-IgA and
Cy5-Tf, within a few minutes of incubation show complete colocalization of IgA and Tf (arrows indicate examples). Panels F and G:
Live, glass-grown cells imaged in presence of TxR-IgA and OG-Tf, after 15 minutes of incubation show sorting of IgA to compartments
lacking Tf (arrowheads indicate examples). Panels H-J: Distribution of immunolocalized rab11 (H) in a projected image volume of
glass-grown cells labeled for 20 minutes with TxR-IgA (I) and Alexa-Tf (J). Arrowheads indicate compartments containing rab11 that
are enriched in IgA and depleted of Tf, while arrows indicate Tf-containing compartments with little rab11 labeling. Scale bars are 10
mm in length, with the bar in C pertaining to panels A–C, the bar in J pertaining to the remaining panels.
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fected receptors. The color stereopair shown in Figure 7E
shows that with a subsequent 5 minutes chase, much of the
TxR-IgA is directed to the ARE, which now appears as a red
apical structure.

Although color stereopair projections present the 3-dimen-
sional distribution of Tf and IgA, the endosome morphology
and the relative distributions of Tf and IgA can be more
precisely assessed by comparing separate images of each
probe. Figure 8 shows single focal planes from a portion of
the field of cells shown in Figure 7B, which were incubated
for 15 minutes with TxR-Tf and OG-IgA. Because of differ-
ences in cell height, the AREs are more apparent in the color
projections, but in apical optical sections the enrichment of
OG-IgA in the ARE (arrowheads, Panel B) relative to TxR-Tf
(Panel A) is apparent. This enrichment is more obvious con-
sidering that the levels of fluorescence of the two ligands in
the recycling endosomes of the medial planes are relatively
similar (Panels E and F). These images also demonstrate the
pronounced colocalization of Tf and IgA in the recycling
endosomes that distribute above and around the nucleus
(arrows). Images of living, polarized cells confirm the deple-
tion of Tf in the ARE (panels C and D) as well as the
extensive colocalization of Tf and IgA in recycling endosomes
in medial planes (panels G and H).

Studies in which cells were incubated basolaterally for 15
minutes with diI-LDL and OG-IgA showed that although
many of the LDL-containing compartments are located in the
supranuclear regions of cells, the ARE is completely lacking
LDL (data not shown).

Quantification of sorting of IgA from Tf

We used digital image analysis to quantify the enrichment of
IgA in the ARE. Cells were incubated with basolateral OG-IgA
and TxR-Tf for 15 minutes and then fixed. As described in
Materials and Methods, complete image volumes were col-
lected and the ratio of IgA/Tf fluorescence of AREs and
recycling endosomes imaged 3–4 mm lower in the same cell
were measured. Data were standardized such that the mean
recycling endosome ratio for each cell was 1.0 and pooled.
As shown in Figure 9, we found a 5-fold enrichment of IgA
relative to Tf occurs in the transport from the medial com-
partments to the ARE.

While we have interpreted the enrichment of IgA in the ARE
as the consequence of sorting of IgA from Tf in recycling
endosomes, it is also possible that both Tf and IgA are
directed to the ARE, but IgA accumulates in the ARE due to
futile recycling at the apical plasma membrane. In order to
test this possibility, parallel samples of cells were incubated
in the presence of 100 mg/ml of trypsin in the apical medium.
As previously found (4), control experiments showed that
this treatment rapidly strips IgA exposed at the apical mem-
brane before it can become internalized (see Materials and
Methods). Figure 9 shows that a similar enrichment of IgA in
the ARE was observed in the presence apical trypsin (5.1-fold
vs. 5.2-fold), demonstrating that IgA enrichment occurs prior
to delivery to the apical plasma membrane.

The 5-fold enrichment of IgA relative to Tf in the ARE found
in our single-cell sorting assays mirrors the biochemical mea-
surements of the relative rates of IgA and Tf transcytosis in
monolayers (Figure 1). Taken together with the previous
analyses showing a lack of polar sorting between sorting
endosomes and the recycling endosomes, these measure-
ments indicate that all polar sorting occurs between the
recycling endosomes and the ARE.

Rab11 is associated with Tf-depleted compartments

Previous studies have associated the small GTP-binding
protein rab11 with an apical endosome of gastric parietal
cells (17,30) and with the ARE of MDCK cells (16). Using
immunofluorescence to localize rab11, we have determined
that rab11 is associated with the ARE as defined in our
studies, that is with an apical compartment enriched in tran-
scytotic IgA, but depleted of Tf. Figure 10 shows a projected
image volume of cells incubated with fluorescent Tf and IgA
for 20 minutes and then processed for rab11 immunofluores-
cence. In each cell one sees rab11 (panel A) associating with
the ARE heavily labeled with IgA (panel B) and lacking Tf
(panel C) (noted with arrows). Indeed the distribution of
rab11 is the opposite that of Tf, with rab11 localizing to the
empty spaces of the Tf image and depleted or missing from
the dispersed compartments containing Tf, most of which
also contain IgA (arrowheads).

This pattern contrasts strikingly with that of previous studies
of fibroblasts showing rab11 prominently associated with the

Table 1: Properties of the three endocytic compartments of the transcytotic pathway of MDCK cells

Sorting endosomes Recycling endosomes Apical recycling endosomes

IgAEnriched ligands IgA, TfIgA, Tf, LDL
Centered at extreme apicalExtensive, throughout apicalCellular distribution Medial and largely

and medial cytoplasmlateral
Absent? Depleted EnrichedRab11
No YesYesAccessible to apical membrane

probes?*
Vesicular Tubular TubularMorphology
No Yes YesMicrotubule-dependent

distribution?
5.8 5.8pH* 6.5

* Data provided by Wang et al. (in preparation).
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Tf recycling compartment (22,26,31,32). In order to deter-
mine whether this difference reflects changes that accom-
pany the development of membrane polarity, studies were
performed using flat PTR cells shortly after seeding onto a
solid substrate. Although such cells ultimately form domes
and display a limited polarized phenotype, subconfluent
MDCK cells are characterized by a lack of plasma membrane
polarity (33,34). PTR cells grown in this way show a flat
morphology and internalize Tf and LDL from their upper
surface, reflecting a lack of membrane polarity. Images of
living cells collected within a few minutes of exposure to
fluorescent IgA and Tf (Figure 10D and E, respectively), show
that both ligands are initially internalized into the same endo-
somes (arrows). Surprisingly, however, these cells are clearly
capable of efficient polarized sorting; with subsequent incu-
bation, IgA is directed to endosomes lacking Tf, as shown in
the images of living cells shown in panels F and G
(arrowheads).

As with polarized cells, the post-sorting IgA-containing com-
partment of flat, glass-grown cells is prominently associated
with rab11. Although this compartment frequently lacks the
condensed morphology seen in fully polarized cells (e.g.
Figure 10F,G), Figure 10H–J show an example of a field of
cells in which rab11 (panel H) strongly associates with con-
densed compartments enriched in IgA (Panel I), but lacking
Tf (Panel J). As with polarized cells, compartments contain-
ing Tf and IgA show minimal rab11 immunofluorescence
(arrows). Thus, in contrast to fibroblasts, rab11 is not associ-
ated with the Tf recycling pathway of MDCK cells, rather it is
predominately associated with the compartments to which
IgA is directed after sorting from Tf.

Discussion
In order to dissect the relationship between lysosomal and
polarized sorting of plasma membrane proteins, the endo-
cytic itineraries of LDL, IgA and Tf were analyzed and com-
pared in an MDCK cell line expressing the rabbit pIgR and
human TfR. To assure that the observations apply to polar-
ized cells, the characterizations of endocytosis in polarized
cells described here were conducted on filter-grown cells
whose polarity was established by a variety of criteria.
Unique 3-dimensional morphological characterizations, com-
bined with microscopic single-cell sorting assays allowed us
to determine the sites and efficiencies of intracellular sorting.
A simple method for microscopic analysis of living, filter-
grown cells allowed us to characterize the morphology and
physiology of endosomes in living cells, thereby verifying the
biological validity of our observations.

Summary — sequential endocytic sorting in polarized

MDCK cells

These studies demonstrate that Tf, IgA and LDL are internal-
ized into a common population of punctate lateral sorting
endosomes. Within a few minutes, Tf and IgA are jointly
sorted from LDL into recycling endosomes distributed
throughout the apical and lateral cytoplasm. Within 10 to 15
minutes of internalization, IgA is transported from recycling

endosomes to the ARE at the apex of the cell, as has been
previously observed (4,23). Although Tf is also transported to
this compartment, it is depleted 5-fold relative to IgA. The
agreement between this sorting efficiency and the relative
efficiency of transcytosis of IgA and Tf in these cells indi-
cates that polar sorting is completed in recycling endosomes
prior to delivery of IgA to the ARE. Interestingly, polar sorting
does not require development of plasma membrane polarity.
Glass-grown cells, whose lack of membrane polarity is
demonstrated by their uptake of Tf and LDL from their upper
surface, were found to efficiently sort IgA from Tf.

The data presented here support a model of sequential
endocytic sorting in which basolaterally internalized mem-
brane proteins are first jointly sorted from lysosomally di-
rected ligands into a set of microtubule-dependent recycling
endosomes distributed throughout the cell. While basolateral
membrane proteins recycle from recycling endosomes, api-
cal membrane proteins are sorted to the ARE. Recent results
demonstrate that the recycling endosomes are also widely
accessible to IgA internalized from the apical plasma mem-
brane (Wang et al., in preparation), indicating that recycling
endosomes conduct polar sorting for both the apical and
basolateral endocytic pathways. These recent results also
suggest that the recycling endosomes identified here may be
equivalent to the ‘common endosomes’ previously observed
in MDCK and Caco-2 cells by Hopkins et al. (5,6,19,35).

The transport sequence presented here represents the sort-
ing itinerary of MDCK cells, but not necessarily all of the
intracellular fluxes. Sheff et al. (15) has demonstrated that a
significant fraction of Tf and IgA effluxes from cells directly
from sorting endosomes, without being sorted from one
another. This process is fundamentally similar to a rapid
recycling process previously observed in a variety of cells
(reviewed in (36)).

Default membrane-volume sorting in polarized MDCK

cells

Previous studies of fibroblasts support the model in which
receptor recycling is accomplished through a default process
of membrane-volume sorting in sorting endosomes (9,10).
Consistent with this model, we find that MDCK cells sort
both Tf and IgA from vesicular sorting endosomes into recy-
cling endosomes. However, a stronger test of the default
model of endocytic sorting comes from the simple prediction
that different membrane proteins will be sorted from the
sorting endosome in identical proportions. This prediction
was previously tested and demonstrated in comparisons of
Tf and lipid trafficking in fibroblasts (9). PTR cells provide an
excellent system to perform a similar test of this prediction
as they permit comparison of Tf and IgA, membrane probes
with different ultimate cellular fates. Quantitative analyses
demonstrate that IgA and Tf are sorted identically from sort-
ing endosomes containing LDL, to recycling endosomes lack-
ing LDL. Sheff et al. (15) and Verges et al. (14) recently
obtained similar results, although the fractionation tech-
niques used in their studies resolved only a single down-
stream compartment.
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MDCK cells manifest several other characteristics consistent
with this default mechanism. Recent work from our labora-
tory indicates that basolateral sorting endosomes are aci-
dified to a similar degree as the sorting endosome of CHO
cells (Wang et al., in preparation), a pH sufficient to dissoci-
ate ligands from their receptors (reviewed in (37)). Recent
studies also indicate that while LDL accumulates in sorting
endosomes over an extended period, Tf rapidly fluxes
through sorting endosomes (data not shown), reflecting an
iterative sorting process similar to that observed in non-polar-
ized cells (10,38).

Physical relationship between sorting and recycling en-

dosomes

The exclusion of LDL from recycling endosomes containing
both Tf and IgA functionally distinguishes them from sorting
endosomes, but the physical relationship between the two is
less clear. Many recycling endosomes appear to extend from
sorting endosomes containing LDL. This observation is con-
sistent with previous ultrastructural studies of rat liver cells
(11) and glass-grown MDCK cells (25), which indicate that
recycling endosomes arise as tubular extensions of sorting
endosomes. While fluorescence microscopy is unable to
resolve physical connections between adjacent compart-
ments, fluorescence quenching experiments indicate that
the optical overlap observed between many recycling and
sorting endosomes reflects a physical continuity.

Gibson et al. (25) present stunning fluorescence and electron
micrographs of an interconnected network of tubular and
vesicular endosomes in glass-grown MDCK cells. While
these authors find that endosome tubulation occurs only in
the presence of IgA, we find no difference in the extent or
distribution of endosome tubules in cells incubated with Tf or
IgA or both (compare Figures 3 and 5). This is an important
difference in that, as discussed above, endosome tubulation
is a critical component of the default model of endocytic
sorting and one would not expect efficient recycling of Tf to
depend upon the presence of IgA. This discrepancy may
reflect differences in method. While our studies were con-
ducted using polarized, filter-grown cells continuously main-
tained at 37°C, the lengthy IgA-dependent tubules identified
by Gibson et al. (25) were observed in glass-grown cells and
were induced by shifting cells to 37°C after a protracted
incubation at 20°C.

Similar to previous studies (11,25), we also detected recy-
cling endosomes with no obvious connection to sorting en-
dosomes, indicating that recycling endosomes may
ultimately detach from sorting endosomes to form distinct
compartments. A distinct recycling endosome fraction is
resolved by gradient fractionation of MDCK cells (14,15), but
may reflect a fragmentation that occurs during isolation.

Two distinct membrane recycling compartments in

MDCK cells

Our observation that polar sorting occurs downstream of the
basolateral sorting endosome is consistent with several pre-

vious studies which, likewise, place polar sorting in a down-
stream compartment (4,14,15,25). However, our studies are
unique in that they localize polar sorting to the first of two
downstream membrane recycling compartments, the first
transited by both Tf and IgA, the other transited almost
exclusively by IgA. The distinction is important to interpreting
previous studies of endocytic sorting in MDCK cells and
particularly to interpreting studies of the ARE.

The ARE has been the focus of much recent research, with
various studies implicating functions in polarized sorting,
lysosomal sorting, regulated secretion and disease pro-
cesses (reviewed in 18). Studies have localized various rabs
to the ARE, including rab11a (16,17), rab17 (21,39) and rab25
(16) and these associations have been used to try to under-
stand the functions of both the ARE and the particular rab
proteins.

Interpreting these studies is complicated by the fact in each
case a single ARE-like endosome is identified using criteria
that would not distinguish the two functionally and physically
distinct compartments found in the apical cytoplasm of
MDCK cells — the ARE and the recycling endosomes. Each
study employed various combinations of the following crite-
ria to define an ARE: an apical endosome, whose structure
and distribution is dependent upon microtubules, positioned
downstream of a microtubule-dependent step in apical tran-
scytosis, accessible to both apical and basolateral endocytic
probes and localized adjacent to centrioles. Our studies
demonstrate that these characteristics are shared by both
the recycling endosomes and the ARE. Both compartments
are found in the apical cytoplasm, in both cases their struc-
ture and apical distribution depend upon microtubules and
recent studies (Wang et al., in preparation) demonstrate that
both are accessible to IgA internalized either apically or baso-
laterally. Our images of the ARE indicate that it corresponds
well to the pericentriolar structure identified in Apodaca et al.
(4) and Casanova et al. (16). However, since both compart-
ments are found in close proximity in the apical cytoplasm,
pericentriolar localization in itself will not discriminate be-
tween the ARE and the recycling endosomes.

Our studies have identified several new criteria that clearly
distinguish the ARE and recycling endosomes. First, quantita-
tive confocal microscopy demonstrates that the recycling
endosomes contain Tf and IgA in equal proportion to that
found in basolateral sorting endosomes, while the ARE is
5-fold enriched in IgA relative to Tf. Second, the recycling
endosomes distribute throughout the apical and lateral cyto-
plasm, while the ARE is localized at the extreme apical pole
of the cell. Third, rab11 is predominately and closely associ-
ated with the extreme apical ARE. Fourth, recent studies
from our laboratory demonstrate that the recycling endo-
somes are acidified to a pH of 5.8, while the ARE is nearly
neutral, with a pH of 6.5 (Wang et al., in preparation). In
addition to being functionally distinct, the sharp demarcations
of IgA/Tf ratios and pH indicate that the ARE is physically
distinct from other endocytic compartments. These distinc-
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tions have proven to be robust, apparent in cells incubated
for varying lengths of time, incubated with IgA from both
sides of the monolayer, with various combinations of
fluorescent probes and most importantly, in living cells.

Thus, the transcytotic pathway of MDCK cells consists of
three distinct stations, the basolateral sorting endosomes
shared by IgA, Tf and LDL, the recycling endosomes con-
taining IgA and Tf and the ARE in which IgA alone is en-
riched. The properties of these three compartments are
summarized in Table 1. As discussed above, the physical
distinction of recycling endosomes from sorting endo-
somes is unclear. We use the term ‘recycling endosome’
here because, regardless of their physical distinction, the
recycling endosomes clearly represent a functionally dis-
tinct sorting station.

Relationship to previous studies of polarized sorting in

MDCK cells

By distinguishing two apical membrane compartments
downstream of sorting endosomes, our results provide a
framework that may justify previously conflicting results as
to the location of polarized sorting on the transcytotic path-
way of MDCK cells.

Apodaca et al. (4) and Barroso and Sztul (23) both demon-
strated that IgA is delivered to the ARE prior to apical
efflux. Unlike Barroso and Sztul (23) however, Apodaca et
al. (4) suggested that Tf is also transported through the
ARE. This is an important difference, since the transport of
Tf through the ARE implies that the ARE conducts polar
sorting in MDCK cells. Our studies clearly demonstrate that
polarized sorting occurs in the recycling endosomes prior to
the ARE. The simplest explanation for these different find-
ings is that, while the morphological studies of both Apo-
daca et al. (4) and Barroso and Sztul (23) detected the
ARE, the extensive colocalization of Tf and IgA measured
in the biochemical assays of Apodaca et al. occurred within
the recycling endosomes. This interpretation is consistent
with the suggestion of Apodaca et al. that the ARE, as
originally defined, might consist of distinct subcompart-
ments.

Recently, Sheff et al. (15) attributed polar sorting to the
second of two compartments isolated by gradient fractiona-
tion, a fraction identified by a depletion of rab4 and enrich-
ment of rab11. Although referred to as a ‘recycling
endosome’ fraction, given the association of rab11 with the
ARE shown here and elsewhere (16,17), this model would
lend support to the idea of polar sorting in the ARE. How-
ever, in light of our results, it is likely that the single down-
stream compartment identified in these studies actually
consists of a mixture of two distinct compartments, the
first responsible for polar sorting, the second associated
with rab11 and downstream of the polar sorting step.

Our results are most consistent with the ultrastructural
studies of Gibson et al. (25), which indicated that some

degree of polar sorting in MDCK cells occurs in tubular
extensions from sorting endosomes. However, our deter-
mination that polar sorting is complete prior to the ARE
extends the results of this earlier study, which detected
relatively low efficiency sorting in the tubular extensions
and whose glass-grown cells lacked a discernible ARE.
When put in the context of our studies of polarized cells,
the vesicular process resolved in the electron micrographs
of Gibson et al. (25) seems likely to underlie the polar sort-
ing we observe in the recycling endosomes of polarized
cells.

Given its terminal position on the apical membrane path-
way, a likely function of the ARE appears to be to regulate
the expression of apical plasma membrane proteins. IgA
efflux from the ARE has been found to be regulated by
second messengers (40). A rab11-associated compartment
comparable to the ARE has been found to be responsible
for regulated expression of H+-ATPase and K+-ATPase in
gastric parietal cells (17,30).

Relationship between the ARE and the fibroblast PRC

Interest in the relationship between the endocytic path-
ways of polarized and non-polarized cells has been stimu-
lated recently by the observation that the ARE of polarized
cells shares many characteristics of the PRC of fibroblasts,
including pericentriolar localization, microtubule-dependent
organization, tubular morphology, terminal position in the
recycling endocytic pathway and association with rab 11a
and rab17 (4,16–18,20–22,39). Recent studies from our
laboratory also show that the pH of the ARE is almost
identical to that of the PRC, in both cases significantly
higher than that of the endosomes preceding it (Wang et
al., in preparation).

The putative homology between the PRC and ARE has
been taken to suggest that the PRC, whose function has
long been elusive, might be a cognate polar sorting com-
partment in fibroblasts (4,21). Cognate polar sorting path-
ways have previously been demonstrated along the
biosynthetic pathway of fibroblasts (41,42). The possibility
that the PRC is a cognate endocytic polar sorting compart-
ment is supported by a recent study which shows that
rab17, a rab protein induced during cell polarization, is both
localized to the fibroblast PRC and involved in polarized
membrane sorting in an epithelial cell line (21).

This attractive suggestion now seems untenable; our re-
sults not only demonstrate that the ARE is not responsible
for polar sorting, but also complicate the interpretation of
the ARE as homologous with the fibroblast PRC. First,
while the majority of the Tf internalized by CHO cells is
associated with and transported through the PRC (9,43),
we find that the ARE experiences minimal Tf traffic. Sec-
ond, while previous studies of fibroblasts that have shown
rab11 prominently associated with the Tf recycling com-
partment (22,26,31,32), in MDCK cells we find rab11 pri-
marily associated with a compartment to which IgA is
directed after sorting from Tf. The fact that we find similar
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polarized sorting and association of rab11 with sorted IgA in
polarized and glass-grown MDCK cells indicates that these
differences do not reflect the development of cell polarity,
but rather suggest that there are significant differences be-
tween the fibroblast PRC and the MDCK ARE. Furthermore,
the lack of association of rab11 with Tf-containing endo-
somes of MDCK cells indicates that rab11, previously
demonstrated to regulate Tf recycling in fibroblasts (22,26),
performs different functions in fibroblasts and MDCK cells.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines

MDCK strain II cells used in these studies were transfected with both
the human TfR and the rabbit pIgR. A cDNA encoding human TfR
(corresponding to nucleotides −30 to 2385 of TfR mRNA) cloned in
the ClaI site of pbluescript SK (44) was excised with SalI and BamHI
and ligated into SalI/BamHI cut pCB7 (45). DNA was purified on a
Qiagen column and used to transfect MDCKII cells expressing rabbit
pIgR (46) by the calcium phosphate method. Stable clones were
selected in the presence of 250 mg/ml hygromycin (Boehringer,
Indianapolis, IN). Colonies were isolated using cloning cylinders and
screened for TfR expression by western blotting with the H68.4
monoclonal antibody (47). Two transfected clones, referred to as
PTR9 and PTR10 were used in this study. All of the data presented
here were derived from studies of PTR9 cells, but many were
repeated using PTR10 and T23 cells, another MDCKII cell line trans-
fected with the rabbit pIgR (48).

It was determined that 85% of the transfected human TfR is ex-
pressed on the basolateral membrane. For Tf polarity studies, polar-
ized monolayers of cells were depleted of previously internalized Tf
by incubation for 4 h in MEM/BSA (MEM containing Hank’s balanced
salts, 0.6% BSA and 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). Cells were then
incubated from the basolateral or apical side with 125I-Tf, prepared as
previously described (4) for 2 h at 4°C. Filters were then washed
rigorously and counted in a gamma counter. 125I-Tf binding was found
to be 95% compatible with excess unlabeled Tf. The specificity of
the pIgR was described previously for the parental cells (46).

Cell culture

PTR cells were grown in MEM (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY)
with 8% FBS, 1% L-glutamine, streptomycin and 0.05% hygromycin
(Calbiochem, San Diego, CA). Cells were passed every 3–4 days and
growth medium changed daily. New cultures of cells were thawed
every 4–5 weeks. For fluorescence experiments, cells were plated at
confluence on the bottoms of collagen-coated Millipore CM 12 mm
filters and cultured for 4–5 days prior to experiments. At this point
trans-epithelial resistance plateaued at 450 ohms cm2 (after subtrac-
tion of 250 ohms cm2 for the blank filter) as measured with a
Millipore Millicell ERS resistance meter. Development of cell polarity
was also indicated by the increase in cell height to between 12 and
18 mm, development of tight junctions (as assessed by immu-
nofluorescence detection of the tight junction protein zo-1), 85%
basolateral distribution of the TfR and by the minimal apical endocyto-
sis of Tf. Monolayer impermeability was indicated not only by in-
creased trans-epithelial resistance, but also by: 1) differences
between the labeling patterns of apically and basolaterally internal-
ized IgA (Wang et al., in preparation); 2) blockade of the normally
extensive mixing of apically and basolaterally internalized IgA by
microtubule depolymerization (Wang et al., in preparation); 3) restric-
tion of extracellular labels and antibodies to the side of application
and 4) uptake only the basolaterally applied form of Tf, when different
conjugates of Tf were applied apically and basolaterally.

Cells labeled with fluorescent LDL were cultured in medium contain-
ing 8% lipoprotein-deficient medium to up-regulate the expression of
the LDL receptor. Comparisons of the Tf or IgA labeling patterns of
these cells with cells cultured in complete medium showed no
effects on the morphology of endosomal compartments.

Biochemical assays of recycling and transcytosis
125I-Tf and 125I-IgA were prepared as described in (4). For Tf studies,
cells were depleted of previously internalized Tf by incubation for 4 h
in MEM/BSA. To assay ligand transcytosis and recycling, polarized
monolayers of PTR9 cells were incubated from the basolateral side
with 125I-Tf for 2 h at 18°C or 125I-IgA for 5 minutes at 37°C and then
washed and re-incubated in the absence of radio-labeled ligand at
37°C. At various intervals cells were chilled and the apical and
basolateral media collected. Surface Tf was stripped by incubation of
cells in 750 mM glycine, pH 2.5 diluted 1:5 with PBS (supplemented
with 0.5 mM MgCl2 and 0.9 mM CaCl2 for 1 h on ice. Filters were
then cut out and radioactivity determined for the filters, the acid
stripped fraction and for the basolateral and apical media.

Antibodies and proteins

Purified dimeric IgA was kindly provided by Professor J.-P. Vaerman
(Catholic University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium). Human Tf was
obtained from Sigma Chemical Company (St Louis, MO), iron loaded
and purified by S300 column purification as described in (49). Human
LDL was obtained from Biomedical Technologies, Inc. (Stoughton,
MA). Anti zo-1 antibody was obtained from the Developmental Hybri-
doma Bank (University of Iowa), rabbit anti-rab11 antibody from
Zymed Laboratories (South San Francisco, CA) and anti-fluorescein
antibody was obtained from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). With
the exception of Cyanine 5.18 (Cy5) succinimidyl ester, which was
obtained from Amersham Company (Arlington Heights, IL), all
fluorescent probes were obtained from Molecular Probes. All other
reagents were obtained from Sigma. Horseradish peroxidase conju-
gated to Tf (HRP-Tf) was obtained from Jackson Immunoresearch
(West Grove, PA).

Fluorescent ligand preparation

Fluorescent conjugates of Tf and IgA were prepared from succin-
imidyl esters of various fluorophores according to manufacturer’s
instructions. Oregon green 488 (OG) was added to Tf in a ratio of
12:1 and to IgA in a ratio of 16:1. Texas Red (TxR) was added to Tf in
a ratio of 2:1 and to IgA in a ratio of 8:1. Fluorescein-ex (F) was added
to Tf in a ratio of 8:1. Cy5 was conjugated to both Tf and IgA in a ratio
of approximately 4:1. For a pH sensitive dye, Tf was conjugated to
both fluorescein (F) and rhodamine (R) (F-R-Tf) in a ratio of 6:2:1.

Fluorescent LDLs were prepared as described in (50) with either
1,1%-dioctadecyl-3,3,3%,3%-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate
(diI) or 1,1%-dioctadecyl-3,3,3%,3%-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine per-
chlorate (diD), dialyzed against 150 mM NaCl with 0.01% EDTA,
sterile filtered and stored under argon.

Labeling of cells with fluorescent ligands

For fluorescence labeling, cells were incubated at 37°C on a slide
warmer in a humidified chamber for 15 minutes prior to addition of
fluorescent ligands. All incubations were conducted in Medium 1
(150 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, 1 mM CaCl2, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM
MgCl2, 10 mM glucose pH 7.4). As described in each study, cells
were labeled with 20 mg/ml fluorescent Tf, 20 mg/ml fluorescent LDL
or 100 mg/ml fluorescent IgA. After incubations with fluorescence
ligands, filters were rinsed briefly in PBS at 4°C, then incubated in
4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (pH 6.5) for 5 minutes, then transferred
to 4% paraformaldehyde in 100 mM NaB4O7 (pH 11.0) for 10 min-
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utes. Filters were then rinsed in PBS. The kinetics of endocytic
labeling from the basolateral side were unaffected by the filter, as we
found that the permeation rates of F-Tf and diI-LDL (the two extremes
in size) through the filters are identical.

The specificity of receptor-mediated uptake of fluorescent LDL, IgA
and Tf was demonstrated by its inhibition by competition with excess
unlabelled ligands. Fluorescent IgA and Tf were both found to efflux
the cells with kinetics similar to those of the radiolabeled ligands. Dual
labeling experiments showed the endosomal distributions of ligands
conjugated to different fluorophores to be identical.

The effectiveness of apical trypsin in stripping transcytosed IgA prior
to reinternalization was demonstrated in control experiments in which
cells were incubated for 60 minutes at 4°C with OG-IgA apically,
rinsed and then incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes in the presence or
absence of 100 mg/ml of trypsin in the apical medium. These experi-
ments demonstrated that uptake was completely blocked when
trypsin was included during the internalization (data not shown).

Immunofluorescence localizations

For immunolocalizations of rab11, cells were labeled with TxR Tf and
Alexa488-IgA for 20 minutes at 37°C, then fixed as described above.
Cells were then washed three times with PBS, pH 8.0 and incubated
for 10 minutes in 75 mM NH4Cl, 20 mM Glycine, pH 8.0 dissolved in
PBS, pH 8.0 to quench nonreacted paraformaldehyde. The quenched
cells were washed twice with PBS, pH 8.0 (5 minutes per wash) and
nonspecific sites were blocked with PBS, 0.7% fish skin gelatin (FSG)
and 0.025% (w/v) saponin (Sigma). The fixed cells were incubated in
a humid chamber with 20 mg/ml rabbit anti-rab11 in PBS-FSG-saponin
for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were then washed three times
with PBS-FSG-saponin and once with PBS-saponin. Cells were rinsed
once with PBS-FSG-saponin, then incubated for 1 h in a humid
chamber with the secondary antibody, cy5-goat-anti-rabbit (Jackson
ImmunoResearch) in PBS-FSG-saponin at room temperature. Finally,
cells were rinsed three times with PBS-FSG-saponin, once with
PBS-saponin and twice in PBS, pH 7.4 alone before imaging.

Microscopy

All experiments were conducted using a Bio-Rad MRC-1024 laser
scanning confocal attachment mounted on a Nikon Diaphot 200 or
Nikon Eclipse 200 inverted microscope using a Nikon 60X, N.A. 1.2
water immersion objective. Illumination is provided by a Krypton-Ar-
gon laser providing for fluorescence excitations at 488, 568 and 647
nm, allowing collection of up to three images simultaneously. In some
experiments, potential bleed-through of the green channel into the
red channel and of the red channel into the far-red channel required
that images be collected sequentially, in which case no between-
channel bleed-through was detected. Image volumes were collected
by collecting a vertical series of images, each between 0.2 and 0.6 mm
apart. Photomultiplier offsets were set such that background was
slightly positive to guarantee signal linearity with fluorescence.
Whenever possible signal saturation was avoided and objects with
saturated pixels were omitted from quantifications.

As mentioned previously, cells were grown on the underside of
Millipore filter units. After removing the legs of the filter units, living
or fixed cells were observed by placing the entire filter unit on two
50-mm tape spacers attached to the coverslip of a coverslip-bottomed
35-mm dish (Mattek, Ashland, MA) mounted on the stage of an
inverted microscope. For live cell studies, incubations are conducted
in medium 1 on the microscope stage, with basolateral ligands added
to the filter cup, while apical ligands are added to the well of the
coverslip-bottomed dish. Temperature is maintained by a Medical

Systems Corporation PDMI-2 open perfusion chamber (Greenvale,
NY). Fixed cells were imaged immediately after fixation in PBS
containing 2% DABCO (Sigma).

Image processing for presentation

Image processing was conducted using Metamorph software (Univer-
sal Imaging, West Chester, PA). In order to minimize photobleaching
and phototoxicity in living cells, all fields were imaged with minimal
averaging. To compensate, all images were subsequently averaged
spatially using a 3×3 low pass filter. Images shown in figures were
contrast stretched to enhance the visibility of dim structures and
specific care was taken never to enhance the contrast in such a way
that dim objects were deleted from an image. Different focal planes
from the same field were contrast enhanced identically, except where
noted. Montages were assembled and annotated using Photoshop
(Adobe, Mountain View, CA).

Cross-correlation analysis

Cross correlation image analysis was conducted as described previ-
ously (28). Red and green fluorescence images of cells labeled with
combinations of either OG-IgA and TxR-Tf or OG-Tf and TxR-Tf were
collected sequentially as described previously, to guarantee no bleed-
through of fluorescence from one fluorophore into the detector
channel of the other. Regions were chosen for analysis independent
of pattern of fluorescence, from the supranuclear region of cells in
which the two probes showed similar levels of fluorescence. For each
pair of images a 30×30 pixel region of one image from was com-
pared with that of a comparison image and a Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (rp) calculated as per the equation:

rp=
S(Ai−Aav)·(Bi−Bav)


S(Ai−Aav)2·S(Bi−Bav)2

Where Ai and Bi are the intensity values of the pixel i of image A and
B, respectively and Aav and Bav are the average pixel intensities of
images A and B. The region was then shifted by a known distance
relative to the comparison image and the correlation coefficient
calculated again. The process is repeated for a range offset distances.
The proper performance of the test is indicated by the perfect
correlation found between unshifted copies of the same image (r=1,
data not shown) and for the lack of correlation between vertically
flipped versions TxR-Tf and OG-IgA image pairs (r=0, Figure 6A).
Since the analysis depends on representative labeling throughout the
compared regions of the two images, both the region size and the
regions selected for analysis were chosen so that the edges of the
cells were avoided even with a maximum offset. Each analyzed region
contained approximately 7–10 endosomes each.

Fluorescence ratio quantifications

Distinction of individual endosomes and quantification of endosome
fluorescence was conducted as previously described (51). For endo-
some fluorescence ratio calculations, the common non-zero pixels for
each endosome were determined and the fluorescence ratio within
that region calculated. We guaranteed that sampling which was
unbiased with respect to the measured ratio by using only one image
of the image pair to identify clearly labeled and distinct endosomes for
quantification. As much as possible, detector saturation was avoided
during collection, but when pixel saturation occurred, objects with
pixels within 10% of saturation (with a gray level of 230 or above in
the original image) were removed from analysis. The methods used
here are as described previously (8,52,53).

Endosome IgA/Tf ratios of recycling endosomes and AREs were
determined from confocal images of cells labeled with both OG-IgA
and TxR-Tf for 10–15 minutes. Cells with distinct AREs were iden-
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tified and the total fluorescence of OG and TxR quantified for that
region, as well as that of several recycling endosomes located 3–5 mm
lower in the same cell. For each cell, the relative amounts of internal-
ized IgA and Tf were standardized by multiplying the OG-IgA/TxR-Tf
ratios of both the AREs and the recycling endosomes by a factor such
that the mean IgA/Tf ratio of the recycling endosomes equaled one.
After standardization, measurements from multiple cells were then
pooled. Laser illumination levels were low so that photobleaching is
estimated to have accounted for no more than 1% variation in
fluorescence of AREs versus recycling endosomes.

Endosome IgA/Tf ratios of sorting endosomes and recycling endo-
somes were determined from confocal images of cells labeled with
OG-IgA, TxR-Tf and diD-LDL (a far-red fluorescing form of LDL similar
to diI-LDL) for 10 minutes. Images of medial planes were then collected
and cells with sufficient IgA and Tf labeling to support quantification
and sufficient LDL uptake to allow reliable identification of sorting
endosomes were selected for analysis. For each cell a single focal
plane was chosen and several endosomes containing Tf, IgA and LDL
(sorting endosomes) or containing Tf and IgA, but no detectable LDL
(recycling endosomes) were identified and the OG-IgA and TxR-Tf
fluorescence quantified for each. As above, the relative amounts of
internalized IgA and Tf were standardized for each cell by multiplying
the IgA/Tf fluorescence ratios of both compartments by a factor such
that the mean IgA/Tf ratio of the sorting endosomes equaled one. Data
from different cells were then pooled. Images of OG-IgA and TxR-Tf
were collected simultaneously, while diD-LDL images were collected
separately to prevent bleed-through of the red image to the far-red
detector. Unstandardized ratios varied from 0.22 to 2.99, demonstrat-
ing that the method has a 14-fold dynamic range sufficient to distin-
guish potential differences between sorting endosomes and recycling
endosomes. It should be stressed that endosome classifications were
conducted very conservatively, such that only endosomes clearly
labeled with LDL were identified as sorting endosomes and only
endosomes clearly lacking LDL in cells with significant LDL uptake
were classified as recycling endosomes.

Enzymatic fluorescence quenching

To biochemically evaluate colocalization, we used a biochemical assay
in which the presence of HRP-Tf in a compartment containing diI-LDL
is demonstrated by the HRP-mediated quenching of fluorescence that
occurs in the presence of diaminobenzidine (DAB) and hydrogen
peroxide. Cells grown on glass coverslips were incubated for 15
minutes with 10 mg/ml diI-LDL, 5 mg/ml OG-Tf and 20 mg/ml HRP-Tf
and fixed. A vertical series of images of the diI-LDL and OG-Tf
fluorescence from a field a cells was then collected. The dish was then
treated with DAB and hydrogen peroxide (Pierce, Rockford, IL) for 2
minutes and a second vertical series of images of the same field was
collected.
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